Limited camping is available at Churchill Dam, there are water access campsites available on Churchill Lake. There are limited North Maine Woods campsites available at Spider Lake and Cliff Lake. There are accommodations available at nearby sporting camps, see: www.mainesportingcamps.com

EVENTS

- Open fire baking contest
- Bean hole bean supper
- Homemade ice cream making and tasting
- Maine Forest Service
  - Helicopter water dropping demonstration
  - Fire truck demonstration
  - Smokey Bear appearance
- Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
  - Fishway and fishway trap demonstration
- Fly fishing demonstration
- Blacksmith demonstration
- Bateau exhibit and rides
- Lombard Log Hauler exhibit and live demonstration
- Boarding House tours
- History Center tours
- We will run canoe flows from Churchill Dam all day
  - Outfitters will be on location all day with canoes to rent
  - AWW staff and Outfitters will provide shuttle service back to Churchill Dam
- We will close the day with live music by Larry Hall and the Just Folk Singers and a sing-a-long around a bonfire

*We will open the field near the ranger station for camping